Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of program director. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

**Responsibilities for program director**

- Ensuring the customer presentations/visits are successful
- Align and implement the practice/organization defined delivery drivers
- Implement BIC framework within Delivery Unit
- Ensure that Operations parameter targets are met, such as utilization, pyramid/span, job rotation, ELT induction
- Ensure timely forecasting is done to meet the future resourcing requirements
- Responsible for implementing all the Organizational and Practice level frameworks
- Responsible for driving Reward & Recognition and employee engagement within the Delivery unit
- Own and drive people development initiatives such as Learning, mentoring
- Building leadership pipeline
- Participate in organization and practice level initiatives

**Qualifications for program director**

- Develops and communicates executive summaries, status, financials, to appropriate high-level executives at the Bank
- Considered as a subject matter expert within the LoB with comprehensive knowledge of the practices, procedures and principles of project / program management
- Typically leads the delivery of up to Tier 2 programs with a moderately high
• Leads a diverse range of Stakeholders, communicates effectively with a diverse audience
• Some college coursework in the field of education or policy